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Abstract 
 

For a decade starting in 1980 this author was closely associated with amateur Canadian 
inventor John Hutchison. Hutchison had discovered that certain arrangements of high-voltage 
AC and DC generators as well as other equipment home made or salvaged from military surplus 
could cause severe plastic deformation, being rendered jelly-like, delamination, spontaneous de-
alloying and unusual magnetic properties in metal samples. The metals most often used as 
samples in his experiments were commercial grade aluminum, copper, brass and various steels. 
Samples were typically placed on a wooden board in the center of a ring of high-voltage 
equipment but at ~1m (minimum) radius from the nearest apparatus. No coils or electrodes were 
positioned above or below the samples nor were any electrodes in contact with the samples. In 
some cases both the metal samples as well as non-metallic samples (eg wood, plastics, paper, 
organics) would levitate. The total power used by the equipment was ~1.5 KW drawn from 
household mains and the experiments would last from ~1/2 hr to ~6 hrs. This author as well as 
other witnesses attended some of the experiments and saw metal disruption as well as levitation. 
Films and videos of varying quality have been taken of the events. Several experts in metallurgy 
have concluded that the samples provided to them were not made in any conventional manner. 
No explanation has been found to date which covers all aspects of the “Hutchison Effect” 
although the charge of fakery has consistently been applied. SEM images and various analyses 
will be presented and samples will be available at the lecture to allow the audience to decide the 
veracity of the unusual origin of the effect.  

. 
 

Introduction 
 

While tinkering with high voltage equipment in the early 1980s, Canadian experimenter 
John Hutchison discovered a series of phenomena collectively called the Hutchison Effect. The 
Hutchison Effect is a collection of phenomena lying far outside our normal experience and 
understanding. Its primary manifestations include causing or allowing objects of any material to 
lift into the air either in a vertical or looping trajectory or to hover; severely disrupting 
intermolecular, intercrystal/interlattice bonds in any material resulting in catastrophic disruptive 
fracturing; causing plastic deformation in metals; creating unusual aurora-like lighting effects in 
mid-air; inducing changes in the magnetic state of metals; and altering the chemical distribution 
of metal alloys. All these effects were produced on test samples placed on a rough wooden table 
where the closest piece of apparatus was about 1 m away. No connections were made to the 
samples whatsoever and the entire apparatus operated from one or two household electrical 
outlets. 
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Currently there is a plethora of sources offering information and commentaries about the 
Hutchison Effect. In the early 1980s when various symposia and conferences on novel energy 
and propulsion technologies along with the work of Nikola Tesla were an almost yearly 
occurrence, the Hutchison Effect was introduced. I mentioned it during one of my lectures on 
proper measurement techniques at the 1983 Second International Symposium on Non-
Conventional Energy Technology in Atlanta GA. The first full public disclosure giving technical 
details and results of engineering measurements was given by me at the 1988 New Energy 
Technology Symposium in Hull, Quebec, organized by the Planetary Association for Clean 
Energy, Ottawa, Canada. Thereafter, articles appeared in numerous venues [1, 2]. Now a Google 
search of “Hutchison Effect” on the internet reveals about 4,490,000 hits (as of 03/09).   

The Hutchison Effect is a system comprised of three components: various pieces of high-
voltage apparatus, the material under test (MUT) and Hutchison himself.  This paper will give an 
overview of the effect of the system on the various materials, primarily metals, and describe 
briefly the apparatus associated with the production of the various phenomena.  

In the context of this paper, it is instructive to describe John Hutchison himself. John has 
lived virtually all his life near Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada. He has no formal training 
in materials science, engineering or physics and has no post-secondary education. During his 
most prolific inventive times during the 1980s he was stricken with bouts of mental illness 
including acute agoraphobia. He was living on a government disability pension in the basement 
of a house where he had established a small laboratory and machine shop. There he would 
experiment with Tesla coils and van de Graaff electrostatic generators, amongst other electrical 
apparatus. One evening while several pieces of high-voltage equipment were operating, a piece 
of phenolic flew through the air and hit him. Upon further investigation he determined that he 
could make objects of any material fly or hover after being placed in certain spots within the 
assemblage of apparatus. Subsequently, he noted that various pieces of metal stock of all shapes 
and sizes stored on shelves had mysteriously bent, fractured, delaminated or otherwise suffered 
catastrophic failure. Eventually, he was able to control, to an extent, the fracturing and disruption 
of metals. However, he was generally not able to control whether they would fly or fracture.  

My involvement with John started in 1980 and in subsequent years I and several other 
independent witnesses observed metal fracturing and levitation of various materials. My formal 
involvement with John ceased in the late 1980s but I still maintain contact with him. My goal 
during that time was to investigate the phenomena from a scientific standpoint if possible and 
develop ways to make the phenomena more repeatable and controllable by understanding how 
the physical apparatus interacted with the MUT. This I have not been able to do. It is a goal of 
this paper to demonstrate how unlikely it is that the apparatus by itself can have any effect on the 
MUT. Something else must be involved. It is my suspicion, and that of several other experts in 
the field [3], that John Hutchison himself may be an integral part of the system. 

 
Hutchison Apparatus 

 
John Hutchison’s apparatus has gone through many iterations since its first version in 

1980. His original physical set up was primitive, crowded, had poor connections, hand-wound 
coils, and no circuit diagrams. It was all cobbled together seemingly at random out of John’s 
head. He could not explain the specific function of any of the components for any particular 
aspect of the resulting phenomena. In fact, I am the only person to ever have drawn any circuit 
diagrams. The circuit shown in Figure 1 is the earliest of three from the period from 1980 to 
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about 1986, a time during which the Hutchison Effect was “working” well. This is the first 
publication of such a diagram. 

From an electrical engineering perspective, the overall assembly of components and their 
interconnections are completely nonsensical. I have examined in detail three different versions of 
the apparatus and all are wired differently, although certain key components are maintained. 
Recent experiments by John over the past few years indicate that even these components are not 
necessary. 

John himself divided the apparatus into three main sections: “[electro]static”, “RF” (radio 
frequency) and “substation”, ie power supplies. The first section consisted of a van de Graaff 
electrostatic machine and various other pieces connected to it in various ways. The RF (radio 
frequency) section’s principal components were large hand-made Tesla coils, more correctly 
called Tesla transformers. In the earliest tests, a small radio transmitter accompanied the large 
Tesla coil but in later tests, a smaller vacuum-tube driven Tesla coil and a double-ended Tesla 
coil were used, but sometimes no other RF source than the large Tesla coil. A large jumble of 
additional components was variously used including high-voltage capacitors, spark-gaps, 
inductors and coils of various types and home-made bits and pieces. Power for the entire 
apparatus came from either one or two common 110 VAC wall plugs plugged into common wall 
sockets. These supplied mains power for the high-voltage transformers and other high-voltage 
power supplies, as well as the small Tesla coil and van de Graaff electrostatic machine. In 
addition, John usually put a weak radioactive source in a metal tube somewhere near the active 
area. 

John’s method of interconnecting these various pieces of equipment was simply to string 
low-voltage insulated wire from one terminal to another. This hook-up wire was typically kept 
apart by hanging it from strings fastened to the ceiling (Figure 2). There was actually a reason 
why this was done instead of properly routing the wires from device to device. That was because 
he continually moved the devices to slightly different positions during the tuning phase, and 
usually between experiments, in order to maximize the effects. 

There are too many components in Figure 1 to detail in this brief report. Table 1 
enumerates the main components used in the three versions of the apparatus during the time of 
my involvement in the Hutchison Effect. 

 
                                           Table 1 Main components in Hutchison apparatus of Figure 1 

Component Description 
1,2, 18,21 High voltage power supplies fed from mains power 

3 “Jacob’s Ladder” spark gap 
4  Fluorescent tube with coil and metal rings 
5 Stack of wire toroidal coils on insulator 
6  Typical spark gap 
7 Double-ended Tesla coil hung from ceiling 

9,10,15 “tank circuit” resonant @ kHz 
11 Main Tesla coil (not connected to real power) 
12 ~35 cm dia. Al sphere with coil below 
13 ~200kV van de Graaff electrostatic machine 
17 Main “tuning section” 
19 HV capacitor with spark gap across 
22 Small vacuum-tube Tesla coil (mains powered) 
23 Loose-wound coil with center connection only 
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Figure 1 Hutchison Effect Circuit Diagram from October 1982 made by the author. 

 
The circuit in Figure 1 is a complete circuit diagram of an operational Hutchison Effect 

apparatus, not a condensed block diagram. As can be seen from Figure 1, neither the large Tesla 
coil (11) or the double-ended Tesla coil (7) are energized in the conventional sense. It is entirely 
unclear what the function of the main “Tuning Section” (17) is nor how any real power can be 
transferred by a stack of loose-wound toroidal coils of about 15 cm dia. separated by 5 cm (5). 
“NC” means no connection. 

Field strength measurements were made by this author as well as spectrum analyses of 
the electromagnetic environment during operation. Typical field strengths (8” vertical loop 
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magnetic sensor) were well below 100,000 microvolts/meter. The dominant frequency 
components were at ~800 kHz from the small vacuum-tube Tesla coil which was the only Tesla 
coil normally powered from the 120VAC mains. Additional noise was contributed by the 
occasional firing of one or more spark gaps, eg (3).  

 

 
Figure 2 John Hutchison at the main tuning unit (17). Main components are (L to R): large air core coil(10) (above 
white box), double-ended Tesla coil hanging from ceiling (7), “field shaper” large aluminum ball on white support 

tube (12), main Tesla coil (11), van de Graaff machine (13), various  HV power transformers (behind John and 
below van de Graaff). Samples were typically placed on a small table behind (12) 

 
Hutchison Effect Metal Samples 

 
For his machining purposes, John used primarily commercial grade aluminum, steel (both 

stainless and non-stainless), brass, bronze and copper. These were typically flat, round and 
square bar stock. However, metal affected could be of any shape: tools (pliers, files) and 
fasteners (nails, screws, threaded rod) were also affected. Aluminum stock could be cast or 
extruded. In one control experiment, a molybdenum rod was bent up. 

In order to affect the MUT, John first placed several different materials under test 
typically on a plywood board situated between the high-voltage equipment in a certain fashion 
and tested the resulting electromagnetic field structure by means of various measuring 
instruments including a fluorescent tube for electrostatic charge determination. After the 
apparatus had been energized for periods of between 1 and 6 hours or so, usually one or two of 
the materials (never all at once) would either fly off the plywood or break apart or bend in an 
unusual manner. John was not able to control when the action would take place, or even if it 
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would. Some days nothing happened and other days would see effects after about 1 hour of the 
apparatus being energized. 

There are several modes of metal disruption that were part of the Hutchison Effect 
including: 

 
1. Heating. The sample, typically ferrous, may be brought to incandescence with small 

sparks flying from it but no heating effects are seen on the plywood board on which 
it is placed. No electrical connections are attached nor are there nearby high-power 
RF heater coils. Small coins of copper and nickel adjacent to the sample are 
unaffected. 

2. “Jelly Metal”. The sample, usually a cast aluminum bar, is seen to quiver as if made 
of jelly. On occasion, drops of what appear to be molten aluminum are seen to fall 
from the sample. The sample is on paper or cardboard which shows no sign of 
sensible heat. In one case, a common steel cutlery knife which had lain on top of an 
aluminum flat bar was found to have literally sunk several millimeters into the 
aluminum bar. The knife appeared not to have been affected. 

3. Delamination. The sample, usually an extruded aluminum bar, opens up either at 
the end or in the middle into uncountable small fibres, the lines of delamination 
appearing to be along planes parallel to the extrusion direction. In many aluminum 
bars, the delamination occurs at the centre and the bar is literally pulled apart into 
two pieces. Here it appears as if the metal was grasped at the ends and pulled apart 
by a tremendous force resulting in severe delamination into fibres. No evidence of 
grips which would be necessary to pull the metal apart can be found. 

4. Clean Fractures. Some samples, notably steels, simply fracture apart either in 
directions parallel to their long axis or at other angles. Steel samples such as flat files 
have fractured in several places and the resulting faces are magnetized. However 
adjoining faces are magnetized such that they repel each other. Normally, fracturing 
of bar magnets results in adjoining faces attracting. 

5. Severe Deformation. In ferrous or non-ferrous samples, typically bars or rods, the 
MUT is twisted into bizarre shapes as if the metal was in a completely plastic state. 
No heating effects are seen on the surface or interior of the MUT, nor are grip marks 
which would indicate a forced deformation. In some cases the MUT is bent into a 
completely tight U-shape with no attendant flattening or bulging at the bend. 

6. Pitting. Pitting, gouging or other small-volume metal removal occurs typically in 
ferrous MUT either at the one or both ends or at the middle of a bar or rod. In some 
cases, the case-hardening of a case-hardened shaft has been “blown off” into a 
powder revealing the softer steel underneath. 

7. Crumbling. Approx. 6 mm of the end of a large (eg 52 mm diameter) steel shaft 
crumbled like a cookie into small (~ mm across) crumbs and dust while lying on a 
wooden board. Later examination of the board revealed no evidence of heat but a 2-3 
mm indentation in the shape of the shaft.  

8.  “De-Alloying”. Typical commercial aluminum alloys have fairly well-distributed 
alloying elements (eg Cu, Mg, Si, Fe). Upon being placed in the “field”, SEM/EDX 
and electron microprobe analysis reveals blobs of pure elements situated along 
fracture lines, apparently coming out of solid solution (Figure 7). In the case of 
ferrous MUTs, at locations of severe deformation visible patches of copper appear.  
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Rockwell B (ASTM E 18) hardness testing on a deformed 6 mm diameter Mo rod (see 

Figure 3) showed a corrected HRB of 95 in the area of the deformation vs 91 on a control 
sample. 

SEM images taken from a typical delaminated aluminum sample (Figure 5) depict 
individual aluminum fibres of cross-sectional dimensions down to the tens of microns. They 
exhibit a random mottled uneven but rounded surface free of sharp corners and edges as if 
melted and re-solidified. The SEM images of mild steel samples which crumbled (Figure 6) 
appear to have planes of striation patterns consisting of myriads of regularly-spaced pits (or 
bumps) as if a periodic waveform of some kind on the order of a few microns periodicity had 
permeated the structure and caused fracturing along the striation planes. Note that the highest 
frequency components of the Hutchison apparatus are typically less than a megahertz (>300 m 
wavelength) at extremely low field strengths.  

Additional images of Hutchison Effect metal samples can be seen in [4]. 
 

 
Figure 3 Various fractured or bent metal samples (ruler scale in inches) from author’s collection. Foreground L to 

R: twisted aluminum bars, ALNICO cow magnet, small fractured aluminum bar, twisted aluminum angle bar, tightly 
bent and fractured steel boring bar, fractured and melted steel nail, delaminated aluminum bar. Behind ruler L to 

R: large case-hardened steel shaft with case-hardening blown off at top and severe pitting, large mild steel bar with 
end part crumbled away. On ruler: bent 5.5 inch long molybdenum rod. 
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Figure 4 Close up of some items in Figure 3. Delaminated Al bar and mild steel boring bar. Colour photo shows 

small copper globules came out of solid solution at the fracture point of the steel boring bar. 
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Figure 5 SEM micrograph of typical delaminated Al sample. 
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Figure 6 SEM micrograph of fracture surface of crumbled end of large Fe bar shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 7 SEM micrograph of polished Al surface of typical Al sample shown in Figure 3 indicating 

globular concentrations of alloying elements: C is virtually pure copper, B is virtually pure manganese, D is a 
control position indicating the inner surface of the fracture zone is Al. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Conclusions 
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The main points to be drawn from this analysis are: 
 

1. The configuration of the components changes each time the apparatus is set up. 
2. The number and type of component parts change each time the apparatus is set up. 
3. The vast majority of circuit connections are totally unintelligible to an engineer or 

physicist. 
4. The major components are not powered in the normal fashion. 
5. The radio frequency field strengths are thus minuscule. 
6. There is no apparent logic to the physical arrangement of the components. 
7. The main “tuning” unit (17) plays no discernable role. 
8. It is clear why the apparatus consumes so little mains power. 

 
Assuming this author and others have not been massively deluded, the inevitable 

conclusion from these observations is that the apparatus plays no primary role in producing the 
phenomena constituting the Hutchison Effect. There have been several physics-based theories 
such as the action of “zero-point energy” or “scalar waves” involving certain aspects of the 
apparatus alone which have been put forward to explain the Hutchison Effect. All are essentially 
useless.  

What remains is that John Hutchison himself is an active part of the system, perhaps even 
the main part. In the absence of any reasonable physical theory, we are left with psychokinesis as 
a possible, however unlikely and ill-defined at present, explanation of the Hutchison Effect.  
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